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ABSTRACT 

Practical and accurate application of ambisonics spatialisation 
presents a challenge. A working method needs to support 
sound design or compositional ideas in terms of space, spec-
tral morphology and sound identity, and function technically 
in extremely diverse playback conditions with the minimum 
of information loss. A solution combining different encoding 
and decoding techniques is explored in the composition Ker-
nel Expansion. This paper presents how technical, practical 
and aesthetical issues are connected in the work. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Kernel Expansion was commissioned by ZKM (Centre for Art 
and Media Karlsruhe) for the 43-speaker Klangdom [1]. The 
Klangdom loudspeakers (Meyersound UPJ-1, UPJ-1, CQ-1 
and CQ-2) are relatively evenly spaced in a vertically com-
pressed, rectangular domed array. Since installation the loud-
speakers have shifted from their original measured locations 
and are frequently repositioned ‘by eye’. Repeated exact loca-
tion measurement is unrealistic. Such conditions are com-
monly encountered and for practical purposes need to be em-
braced. A period of comparative study, incorporating technical 
encoding and decoding assumptions derived from the litera-
ture [2, 3], explored encoding and decoding methods for dif-
ferent types of sound material, loudspeaker configurations and 
aesthetical intents aimed at addressing: (a) how ambisonics 
may realize sound design intents beyond that of other multi-
channel techniques; (b) a technical method functioning over 
set-ups with and without vertical elevation ranging in size 
from the Klangdom to 4.0 or 5.0 / 5.1 home listening set-ups, 
and allowing the composer to pursue artistic work in smaller 
scale studio conditions. 

2. RECORDING AND ENCODING: COMBINING 
FIRST- AND THIRD-ORDER SOURCES 

Over the past 10 years the author’s experimental sound design 
has involved the synthesis of Higher Order Ambisonics 
(HOA) sound fields to create complex scenes. Real sound im-
ages are not dimensionless points (image extent in spatial ex-
perience has been investigated elsewhere [4, 5, 6, 7]). Through 
the history of electroacoustic composition various practical 
techniques to manipulate a stereo phantom image have been 
explored, and more recently formalized in the technical litera-
ture [8, 9]). 

2.1. Third-order sources and the sounding object 

For synthesized third-order material the author investigated a 
number of techniques to control image size. To begin, sources 
were recorded in a sound isolated room so as to set apart the 
chosen source from its complex environment. An A-format 
microphone (Soundfield SPS200) and a combination of two 
separate cardioid (Neumann KM140) or two omni-directional 
(DPA 4060) microphones were used, providing six recorded 
channels. HOA synthesis involved: 
 
• Positioning the six untreated mono signals (four from the 

SPS200 without any A- to B-format conversion, and two 
from the additional microphones) over a specific azimuth 
range. From the A-format microphone, the one (or two) cap-
sules facing the acoustic object provided the main signals 
and were located relatively centrally in the new synthesized 
image. The other recorded channels were used as auxiliary 
support to ‘widen’ the image. This technique captured one 
perspective on space and frequency information (example 
1). Multi-band time varying temporal decorrelation applied 
before the spatialisation process would furthermore influ-
ence the perception of size [10].  

 
• Use of the author’s own software for stochastically con-

trolled asynchronous granulation incorporating amplitude 
and air absorption coefficients, encoded into HOA [11]. Im-
ages of a certain spatial extent are easily processed, yet in 
the process of granular densification are in danger of losing 
sounding unity and extrinsic identity; in which case it is 
necessary to mix in some of the original untreated record-
ings (example 2). 

 
• Synthesizing a point location or trajectory in HOA, then 

convolving the first-order components of this with a first-
order measured impulse response. The third-order (dry) and 
first-order (reverberant) layers are decoded separately. Im-
pulse responses were recorded with the SPS200 microphone 
using the MLS method. Convolution was carried out using 
FFT with global support (example 3). For some material, 
early and late reflections were synthesized in second-order 
using Vspace [12].  

2.2. The challenge of real-world features and the role of 
recorded sources. 

A completely portable battery powered recording system cur-
rently restricts the recorded materials to first-order. Field and 
studio recordings were made using the Soundfield SPS200 
and the Sound Devices 788T recorder. 
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Considering that, assuming correct decoding, higher or-
der leads to a more accurate sound field reproduction, inclu-
sion of recorded first-order materials may appear strange. 
However, synthesizing a scene of similar complexity and bal-
ance as found in real-world environments is a challenge. 
Rather than the complexity of the composed mix per se, a key 
issue concerns the listeners’ understanding of spatial informa-
tion. This understanding goes beyond three-dimensional 
source location, source extent, and the sense of environment 
or scene within which the sound source is located. The role of 
sound identity (either in terms of direct identity or as a signi-
fier), and the relationship between sound sources and the 
scene in which they are embedded, play important parts. For 
example, we hear information implying distance and size in a 
recorded source. If a sound is recorded at distance ‘x’ and we 
attempt to project that sound at distance ‘y’, we resolve the 
problem by hearing either: (a) that the sound is still located at 
distance ‘x’; or (b) the sound’s identity has changed by virtue 
of its new relationship to other materials (example 4). The lo-
cation of the microphone strongly influences the distance at 
which the listeners feel they are located regardless of the accu-
racy (or lack of) real near field sound wave reproduction (ex-
ample 5). Further, our perception that a scene appears real 
concerns the behavior of objects within their environments 
(whether real or invented). Although problematic to test under 
control, the way in which behavior and spatial relationships 
interact has been suggested in musicology texts, such as con-
cepts of ‘local’ and ‘field’ [13] and theories of social distance 
contrasted to physical distance [14]. 

2.3. The challenge of first-order recorded sources 

Recorded ambisonic sources address some challenges concern-
ing complex real-world features, yet introduce their own set of 
problems: normal B-format transformations (zoom, mirror, ro-
tation, “tape” transposition) are insufficient, and other modifi-
cations risk losing channel coherence even though some A-
format transformations have been suggested to preserve spatial 
impression [15]. Often it is desirable to focus on space, spec-
trum, morphology or extrinsic identity of specific elements of a 
complex scene. In this case it is more effective to isolate the 
element (or record a similar source out of context) and re-
synthesize the spatial location, preferably in HOA. Therefore, 
even before decoding issues enter into the process it is neces-
sary to combine recorded sources with HOA synthesized mate-
rials. Example 6 illustrates the discussion from sections 2.2 
and 2.3. Furthermore, mixing two or more Soundfield record-
ings, containing complex environmental information where the 
microphone location has changed, is often problematic; the re-
cordings contain different spatial pictures that when mixed 
tend to cancel out. 
 

3. DECODING 

First-order decodings were tested using max rE, max rE / max 
rV with shelving filters, an in-phase and a standard weights de-
coder (using software [16, 17, 18]). As expected, use of 
speaker layouts other than the 2M+2 rule performed badly, yet 
even for the 2M+2 layouts the sweet-spot was too small for 
practical concert use. Decoding with Harpex [19] over all 
available loudspeakers performed considerably better, creating 
a larger sweet spot and imagery closer to that obtained under 

optimal studio monitoring conditions. Third-order materials 
were tested in a similar way. 

3.1. Vertical information 

In tests in the Klangdom, the vertical dimension was problem-
atic. The volume of the elevated source appeared to fluctuate 
depending on spectral content and image size, regardless of 
loudspeaker distance compensation, and often the spatial im-
age appeared to collapse. It can be speculated that the loud-
speaker locations were problematic for the decoding matrix 
and that spatial distortion was enhanced by strong floor reflec-
tions (which vary depending on audience and seating ar-
rangements). Therefore, instead of full 3D, the encoding in-
volved horizontal layers of first-order and third-order material, 
each decoded for one of three vertically displaced loudspeaker 
subgroups (3D information in the Soundfield materials were 
preserved for encoding to HRTF’s using Harpex). Although 
not the same as a full 3D decoding this was found to be an ac-
ceptable compromise. 

3.2. Vertical distribution of material 

High frequency material, when distributed on the elevated lay-
ers, as expected served to enhance the perception of height [9]. 
Also materials containing less direction information are used 
as ‘fill’ in the upper layers. Materials containing sizeable mo-
tion were distributed in the lower layers where the loudspeak-
ers are spaced further apart and where the audience is closer to 
the horizontal sound field. Also material requiring a sense of 
‘stage’ would be located in the lower layer (example 7). Be-
sides avoiding repeated decoding problems in other spaces this 
method supported the following practical considerations: 
 
• Decoding is made in advance; fine-tuning the volume of 

each layer is carried out onsite ‘by ear’. Although delay and 
volume can compensate for variable loudspeaker distance, 
spatial distortions are expected over the extreme variations 
found in different loudspeaker set-ups. Comparing the sys-
tems at SARC [20] and ZKM [1] are illustrative. 

 
• Controlling the relative volume of the elevated layers is par-

ticularly useful in real concert situations where frequency 
absorption varies with audience and room acoustics. 

 
• In horizontal only playback situations, important informa-

tion biased in an elevated layer is simply mixed into the sin-
gle horizontal arrangement, which although suboptimal spa-
tially, is necessary to avoid loss of other important sound 
information. 

3.3. Use of multi-channel panning 

In contexts of both commercial (e.g. cinema) and art-music 
(e.g. the spatialisation of stereo sources over loudspeaker or-
chestras) the focused ‘punch’, where a source is rapidly 
thrown to a single or closely located pair of loudspeakers, is 
often used for dynamic emphasis. To achieve similar results 
with ambisonics would demand extreme high order and accu-
rate near-field encoding. Alternative focused decoding solu-
tions such as Harpex would require loudspeakers to be exactly 
located at the mean spatial location of the encoded sound. At 
present, practical application of the ‘punch’ effect requires a 
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departure into conventional panning techniques. Amongst the 
available options the standard 8-ch panner in Nuendo was 
chosen (multi-channel equal power panning). This layer is 
added after the ambisonics decoding, mapped onto the given 
loudspeaker layout manually or by using VBAP [21] such that 
each of the eight channels may be located on or between loud-
speakers as appropriate for the room (example 8). 

4. ENVELOPMENT AND IMMERSION 

Listener envelopment has been discussed at length in connec-
tion to room acoustics and laterally reflected sound. Berg and 
Rumsey [6] make an appropriate distinction between ‘room 
envelopment’ – or the extent to which we feel surrounded by 
the reflected sound, and ‘source envelopment’ - or the extent 
to which we feel surrounded by the sound source (example 9). 
The nature of ambisonics allows our perception of envelop-
ment to go one stage further into the sensation of being ‘in-
side’ or ‘immersed’ by the sound. 

4.1. Experiments with immersion 

Although spaciousness and envelopment have been studied in 
terms of low inter-aural cross correlation coefficients [22], 
tests in the current project indicate immersion to be connected 
to the sound capture and decoding method, and the spectral 
temporal content of the source.  
 
• Sound capture method: first-order recordings were made 

with the SPS200 microphone placed inside resonating bod-
ies (a drum and a metal bathtub) capturing the enclosed 
sound field in close-up. 

 
• Directionality: The sensation of immersion is directionally 

undefined. Clear directionality (or even worse the appear-
ance of sound originating from a single loudspeaker) creates 
sensations of ‘looking to’ rather than ‘being inside’ the 
sound. For example, an environmental recording containing 
a multitude of related yet unique sound sources will sur-
round, envelop and even enclose a listener, but may not lead 
to the sensation of immersion. 

 
• Frequency: Low frequency sounds, being more difficult to 

localize, should enhance the sense of immersion. However, 
the chosen sources involve mid-range frequencies and a 
complex spatial temporal frequency distribution that, by re-
moval through filtering and “tape” transposition, were found 
to be important to the sense of immersion. This seems in line 
with theory showing that a degree of spectral content is nec-
essary for us to distinguish sounds from the front and rear 
hemisphere [9]. It was not possible to achieve the same ef-
fect with W panning where the source radiates the same sig-
nal uniformly [23]. 

 
• Decoder: Decoding to quad using shelving filters was most 

immersive. This may be because the dominating lower fre-
quencies are decoded optimizing for directional cues using 
phase, where spatial artifacts outside the central listening 
position serve to confuse direction information and in fact 
enhance the sense of immersion. In larger loudspeaker set-
ups it was necessary to decode these first-order sources us-
ing Harpex, for which the sense of immersion was less evi-
dent but still present. 

 
Examples 10 to 12 serve as illustrations. 

5. SOUND EXAMPLES 

The following sound examples serve to illustrate the text. 
Where appropriate they include reference to the full context in 
Kernel Expansion (KE). Examples are downloadable from 
www.natashabarrett.org/KE-examples.html in various formats, 
including HRTF decoding. 
 
Example 1 – Creating an image by positioning multi-channel 
recordings over a specific azimuth range. 
Example 1a: source mono channels from SPS200 (LF, RF, LB, 
RB) and two channels from DPA4060. 
Example 1b: sources from example 1a located at: -10, 10, -29, 
29, -35, 35 degrees respectively, synthesized in third-order 
horizontal. 
Example 1c: sources from example 1a located at: -25, 25, -60, 
60, -90, 90 degrees respectively, synthesized in third-order 
horizontal. 
Example 1d: a new source, synthesized in third-order horizon-
tal, displaying a widening of the image over 2500 ms from -10, 
10, 29, -29, -35, 35 degrees to -25, 25, -60, 60, -90, 90 degrees 
respectively (the widening starting half way through the exam-
ple). 
 
Example 2 - Granulation [11] to control image size, in this in-
stance creating a ‘denser’ but smaller image (KE 5'19-5'40). 
Example 2a: Original first-order recording from the SPS200 
inside metal bowl with rolling marble. 
Example 2b: One mono channel from example 2a. 
Example 2c: Third-order granulation of example 2b, displaying 
an image width transition from 180 to 45 degrees and a dis-
tance transition (with amplitude and filtering) from two to 20 
meters. The mono source is also mixed centre-front in third-
order. 
 
Example 3 - Convolution (KE 3'39-4’02). 
Example 3a: Original sound spatialised in third-order. 
Example 3b: First-order recorded impulse response. 
Example 3c: Convolved result. 
Example 3d: Dry and convolved sources. 
 
Example 4 - The sound’s identity changes due to a new rela-
tionship to other materials. 
Example 4a: Original first-order recording. 
Example 4b: Isolating part of the sound from its environment 
(at the end of the extract) allows a synthesized spatial motion, 
changes the perceived distance and suggests a change in iden-
tity. 
Example 4c: Full context from KE 0'00-0'08. 
 
Example 5: The location of the microphone influencing the 
perception of distance, in this example the contrast between 
close up studio recordings and environmental recordings (KE 
9'51- 10'01). 
 
Example 6 - Combines ideas from section 2.2 and 2.3 (KE 
0'40-1'15). 
Example 6a: Recorded first-order source. 
Example 6b: Acceleration of example 6a changes both ‘behav-
ior’ and spatial cues, effecting our perception of distance. 
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Example 6c: The combination of recorded and synthesized ma-
terials, the illusion of proximity and how the change in behav-
ior (from example 6b) contributes to a change in space. 
 
Example 7: Vertical distribution of material (KE 7'03 - 7'48). 
HOA Layer 1 (bottom): ‘Staged’ material followed by wide 
motion. 
HOA Layer 2 (middle): Wide motion. 
HOA Layer 3 (high): Vague space and higher frequency layer. 
First-order layer 1 (bottom): Sparse clear articulations (with 
resonance to blend with upper layers).  
First-order layer 2 (middle): Less directional resonant materi-
als. 
First-order layer 3 (high): Higher frequencies and general reso-
nance.  
Eight-channel pan layer: see section 3.3. 
  
 
Example 8 -‘Punch’ effect using multi-channel panning (KE 
0'15-1'29). 
Example 8a: Eight-channel pan layer. 
Example 8b: All layers and formats playing together. 
 
Example 9: Synthesized ‘envelopment’ (KE 8'30-8'51). 
 
Example 10: SPS200 inside the sound source where the spec-
tral-temporal information enhances directional cues leading to 
close-up envelopment rather than immersion. 
 
Example 11 – The same recoding technique as in example 10, 
but with a different source (containing less high frequency and 
less clear articulation location), suggesting immersion. 
Example 11a: Untreated recording. 
Example 11b: With processing, using the techniques men-
tioned in the text (KE 9’23-9’45). 
 
Example 12: A mixture of layers displaying envelopment and 
immersion (KE 6'49-7’56) maintained by avoiding obvious 
spectral, spatial, temporal, and to some extent extrinsic rela-
tionship between materials. 
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